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The Hermeneutical Problem and Preaching
V. C PPlTZNER
ne is sometimes tempted to the
thought that the theologian's work
often carried out not in obedience to the
Great Commission of Matt. 28: 19 f.: "Go
ye therefore, and teach all nations • . •
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you," but rather
in compliance with an unknown saying
which might run: "Go ye therefore and
discuss with all nations, ••• and make into
problems whatSOever I have commanded
you:• It is thus with some diffidence that
I have left the word "problem" in the
heading of this paper. But I do it for the
following reason. One does not have to
do much reading in the Biblical disciplines
to realize that hermeneutics has at present
gained a position of central importance in
this field, as in the whole study of theology.
We can go so far as to say that the whole
present scholarly discussion in New and
Old Testament theology reftects an interest
in the hermeneutical problem.

0
is

one commonly accepted definition of hermeneutics! The difficulty is again experienced when we come to the question of the
relationship of hermeneutics to exegesis.
The Greek verb hermennl8i11 can be
translated in three ways: to express, to interpret or explain, to translate. In each
case one idea is uppermost. The basic root
meaning can be rendered with "to transmit
understanding", "to bring to understanding", whether it be through free speech.
the interpretation of something already
spoken, or interpretation of a foreign
tongue through translation.1 Etymologically hermenettein can hardly be differentiated from exegeis1hai, which can also mean
"express" or "expound." Where then lies
the distinaion between exegesis and hermeneutics?

There was a time when the latter term,
when applied to Biblical theology, simply
meant the science which dealt with the
techniques and to0ls of Scriptuml exegesis.
Hermeneutics, together with isagogics, thus
I. WHAT IS "HERMENEUTICS"?
took its place as an introduaory discipline
From the outset it must be said that
to the study of exegesis itself. The present
part of the modern hermeneutical problem
understanding
of hermeneutics is, however,
lies in just this: the difficulty of settling on
much wider. To put it as simply u possible, hermeneutics has to do with the
Prof•11or V. C. Pfi1zn•r, • tnffllNr of lh• problem of understanding. It is the methB.,.,.g•liul l.Mlh.,.,. Ch11,eh of A,ulrdli4
odology of understanding. As such it is
(""111 tMrl of Th• l.Mlh#n Ch•reh of A,ua
discipline not limited to theology with
lrllUII), is • ,,..,,.b., of IH /'"""1 of Coneortlit, s.,,.;,,.,,, Highglll•, Solllh A,uw•lill. its .five main. .fields. The hermeneutical
Tb. •eeom,..,;,,g .,,;ei. .,,,•.,. on,;,,.U, problem applies equally to psychology, phi-

m nm

AUSTllALASIAN RBvlBW',

Vol.37,

Nos.2 llllll 3 (At,,i/,-S-t,lffllb., 1966), ,,,,J
is ~ /,.,. b~ fJtmnissin of 1H •Jilo,
of INI iOllrUI.

1 Cf. G. Bbeliq "Hermeaeudk," in DN R./qio• ;,. G•se/JidJi. • • G•1--,, VoL 3,
p. 243.
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PREACHING
PROBLEM AND

losophy, literarure, and history. In the

II. THB NECI!SSl'IY OP

realm of philosophy this is true not only

BmLICAL HERMENEUTICS

of the existentialism of Heidegger, Jaspers,
and K:unlah but also of the "school'' of logical positivism with its quest not for eternal truths but for me:ining. Full understanding is possible only on the basis of
logical statements which have a clear
meaning.2
Within the sphere of Biblical interpretation the distinaion between hermeneutics
and exegesis c:in perhaps best be put as
follows:
The wk of exegesis is to ascertain exactly what the author wished tO say in the
precise historical situation in which be was,
in which he was himself translating the
message of the Gospel. The bermeneutical
question already begins with the task of
translating the original words of the text,
of understanding what they meant then,
but it is really felt only when the exegetical
wk is completed and we a.re left with the
wk of understanding this text for ourselves, of understanding its message in our
precise historical situation.
The hermeaeutical problem thus involves net only our understanding of the
original teXt, but also the problem of bridging the histOrical time-distance between the
original tezt and that which it proclaims
and ourselves. How is one tO bridge the
distance between God's once-for-all-time
action in Christ and my own situation?
Hermeneutics first deals with this question,
that of the ~ of the saving
event in Christ. It then conceras the probkm of c0flffl'lllflic111mg the relevance of this
event, and the whole subject of preaching.

If there is one thing which the church
today needs more than anything else, it is
clarity on the doarine of the Word. It is
not accidental that the dissension and confusion with regard tO this doarine is only
to be matched by the methodological confusion in the exegetical approach to Scripture and in hermeneutical work. If we
have a clear teaching on the nature and
purpose of the Word, we must also have
clearly defined principles of understanding
and interpretation.
It is also not by coincidence that the
Reformation with its concentration oa the
Word of God, and especially oa the flit111
11ox Dn, conferred upon the question of
hermeneutics a significance it had never
attained before in the history of the church.
The Roman Catholic view of tradition was
actually an answer in itself to the hermencutical problem, and this in two ways.
In the .first place, it held that revelation as
testified in Scripture ClDDOt be correctly
uaderstOOd without the apostolic tradition
preserved intaet in the church. The problem of understanding is solved also by the
face that this tradition is itself interpretive
in character. This also means that the second problem of hermeneutics is also
solved, the question of the present aaualization of past revelation. This is eJfected
by means of the binding force of the doctrinal and mo.ml teaching derived from
Scripture and realized in the present life
of the church. This takes place in the following ways:
(a) Specific instructions of Jesus to His
disciples ( the so-called ~ .,,.,,_

• See tbe a>llecdcm of aniclcl in Nn, Bs11111
;. P~hiul Th.oloa, eel. bf Plew and

MadmJze, 19'5.
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K•lie11) are again made applicable in
the present situation by recomuw:t-
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iog the past historical situation. This
takes place above all in the system
of monasticism, and is called by
Ebeling "the method of 11elN11liulion

b, imil11li11t1 hislorieizing." 3
( b) Io the case of the doctrinal teachings
of the Roman Church we also find
an 11el11aliznlio11 b, eo11111mplali11t1 bislorieizi11,g. The gap between past and
present is bridged by the believer
transposing himself into the past,
thereby becoming contempomncous
with it. This is done by contemplation and meditation not only of the
event itself, or of a reported saying,
but also of the experience of those
originally concerned. This can also
take place by means of re-presentation of the past in mimes and passion
plays, in the contemplation of relics,
or in pilgrimages to the sites of s:icred
history. In each case what is aimed
at is a rcappropriation of the past
event of salvation.
(c) Another method, that of m,sliul
aeJ1111lizalion, is of course not limited
to the Roman confession. Io this case
direct contact with reality is provided
by immediate, that is, non-mediated
experience, so that the time factor
is excluded altogether. The encounter takes place in a timeless eternity;
past and future become present.
(d) R11lies themselves have special hermeneutic significance. They not only
stimulate a contemplative actualization of the past. Io them, in a special
sense, the unique past event of revelation is itself present.
(e) Access to the past via the Word
alone is further obviated by the role
of the saints. The whole history of

---• For this and the following points aee G.

Bbeling, ''The Sisnific:ance of the Crilical Hisu,rical Method," Wortl -~ Pllill, (War, lltlll
Gian), 1963, pp. 32 ff.
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salvation is present in its outstanding representatives, the patriarchs,
prophets, apostles and saints, including Mary, the Queen of Heaven. The
church gains access to the past not
merely by remembering them as figures of the past but by bringing
them into the present. The church
can thus turn to them as immediate
contemporaries - in prayer.
(f) But all of these methods are of secondary consideration when compared
with the importance of the saer11,rum.
lal aelNt1liza1io11 of the past in the
sacrifice of the m:iss. Here appropriation takes place not only in the repeated sacrifice of the mass (the believer need only be present! ) , but
also in the reservation and adoration
of the host "'''"' NSNm s11er11mt1nli.
Here it is not Word and Sacrament,
neither is it a case of Word in the
Sacrament. "The real actualization
of the event of revelation does not
at all mke place 11i• saipture and its
exposition in the sermon, but solely
11i• the Sacrament." This has led to
the neglect of the sermon in the mass
since this form of sacramental actualization does away with the hermeoeutici.l problem.
(g) To complete the picture, the final
guarantee of the present possession
of the past is given duoush the institution of the church, in the unbroken
episcopal succession with the infallible teaching office of the papacy.
Ebeling concludes: 'The perfect tense
of the event of salvation is swallowed
up by the continual present of the
Church."'
The answer of the reformers to all these
issues, salvation by faith alone, is at the
S111De time the enunciation of a central her4

Ebeling, p. 35,
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meneudc principle. The so/a fide is not nal text but also with the search for the
only said against any work-righteausness relevance of the message of the text for our
but also against any false actualization of present historical situation. This is no
the past Christ-event. To this there corre- problem for those who have, at the other
sponds the solas Cbris111s, and Luther's in- exueme, a Biblicistic-fundamentalist view
sistence on the primacy of was Christmn of Scripture, since here every single word
lreibe1. This naturally includes the third is absolutized within the Word of God. It
basic hermeneutic principle, the clear tlis- thereby loses its nature as a word spoken
linclion belwem, Lllw antl Gospel.
at a certain point of history in a not necesAll this means that the past revelation in sarily repeated or repeatable situation. It
Christ can only be presented, that is, made results in a concentration on the verba to
present or actualized, through the Word, the deuiment of the res which the words
thus the so/a scripttera. The appropriation seek to express. It results, for example, in
of Christ and His benefits takes place in the false emphasis on words of prophecy,
every case through the Word alone. Added especially on the historically not so clear
to this central hermeneutical principle we words of Daniel and Revelation, as in our
find Luther's supporting contention that modern seers! But this procedure is cerScripture is its own interpreter, stti ipsi11s tainly not only sectarian; it is :also found
inlllf'f}rt1s.r. This is not an additional her- in some denomination:il textbooks which
meneutic principle, nor is it to be under- presuppose "that the Bible is a compenstood in a Biblicistic sense. It is rather an dium of :ibsuact and eternally valid docexplication of the sola scri,p1w.,a, as is also rrin:il statemenrs, conditioned in no way
his insistence on the ,Ptlf's,PictnltlS and cJ,,,i. by their original historical context." 0
These errors, plus the Lutheran insislas of Saipture, and on the primacy of the
tence on the so/a scriptma and the emphastn1JNS lil••lis over against the traditional
allegorical, uopological, and anagogical in- sis on the preached Word of God as the
11iva vox Dei make the study of hermeneuterpretations of Scripture.
It is natural then that the modem evan- tics imperative also for us. As long as our
gelical discussion on hermeneutics takes as theology is Scriptural, as long as we see the
its starting point the theology of the Word actualization of the past work of salvation
and our understanding of this Word, espe- only as appropriated by faith through the
preaching of the Word, we must be clear
cially in pmaching.
Forgetting for the moment the Roman in our thinking on, and our method of, inCatholic extreme as already outlined, it terpretation.
might still perhaps be objected that the
III. THB REcBNT HISTORY OF '111B
very penpicuity of the Word does away
HBRMBNBUTIC PlloBLBM IN
with the need for detailed exegesis, for inNBW TBsTAMBNT RBsBARCH
terpretation as a whole. We have already
What has so far been said srill does not
noted that the hermeneutic problem sets in
show how the hcrmeneutical problemnot ooly with om understanding the origi• llobert H. Smith, "Cieadoa, Bthia, aad
I Io IWfflio o-,,,.. -,'""1on,-,, 1520, Hermeaeuda," Th• lJIIJ,n"" Sd,olt,r, Vol.
WA 7, 96&.
XXII, July 1965, p. 68.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/38
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one could say dilemma m coofusion-has
today assumed such important proportions.
In presenting this short survey of some recent developments in Biblical research
I consciously restrict myself tO the New
·reswnent .field. While rcscarch int0 the
New and Old Testaments has run very
parallel, the Old Testament has its own
peculiar hermeneutic problems. We may
simply refer tO the discussion which has
arisen over Von Rad's "Old Testament
Theology" and his typological method of
interpretation, a discussion which bas led
to his being called the Bultmann of Old
Testament study and which has produced
the very interesting collection of essays by
various authors in Problemo
c "11tcs1amcmlicber Hcrrmm 111ik, edited by Westermann.
The mere mention of the rise of the historical-critical method in Biblical research
should be enough to set the stage for what
here follows. The old liberal search for the
historical Jesus ended in failure with the
realization that it is impossible t0 distill
from the Gospel accounts a purely objective, historical biography of Jesus of Nazareth on which faith might be based. This
realization was further strengthened by the
.findings of the/ormgoscbichtlicho Motbotlo.
( Perhaps form analysis would be a better
translation than the usual English "formcriticism."') Despite the varieties of approach shown in the basic fmm-aitlcal
work,7 and despite the methodological conT Cf. IC. L Schmidt. Dff Ra_,. thr G..
1'hichu J•s•, 1919; buc especially M. Dibeli111,
Di. Po,,,,1•1chid,u J•s B-1•lun,u, 1919
(Bqluh Eide: Pro• T•ilio• lo G~l);
R. Buhmann, D;. Gnd,id,,- th, S,,,O,lisd,n
TrMiilio•, 1922 (Bqlisb Eide: Tb. Butor, of
tin S,-opt;& T•ilio•, 1962); also M. Albera:,
Di. ,,_oplisd,n S1m11•1f,rid#, 1921; G. Bercram, Di• uiu1111•1chidJu Ju,, ,nul th, Chn-
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fusion it has since caused,1 this method of
investigation into the Gospel has come t0
one cenual conclusion which has found
general acceptance: the synoptic evangelists were not so much free authors as collectors or collators of originally isolated
pieces of tradition which were not only
preserved by the early church but which
were also formed and formulated according tO the needs of the church, whether in
its preaching, teaching, its apologetics, or
whatever the need may have been. That is,
the original pericopes arose out of the situation of the early church and thus reflect
its thinking and theology.
However, the last decade has witnessed
a new development in synoptic research
which has vital significance for the hermeneutical problem. The .findings of form.criticism have been supplemented, or
rnther cmrected, by the rotlalionsgoschichtlicho Mcthotlo (redactional aiticism
or analysis). This new approach to the
gospels has shown what should have been
remarked all along: that the Evangelists
were more than mere collators of tradition,
that as redactors or editon of tradition. they
were in their own right theologians treating the traditional material handed down
t0 them, whether in oral m written form,
according t0 the theological aims which
they were pursuing. Their gospels are also
a preaching of the Gospel in a spec:i.fic: his,,.,,,.,,, 1922, in Bqlisb also m: V. Tarlor,
Th• P-Mio• of 1ln Gos/Id T-'isio,,, 4. ed.,
1957; B. E. lledlicb, Po"" Crilids19, ilS V.,_
•JUI lJ•iJMio,u, 1939; and P. C. Gn.ar. Tb.
Gro1111b of IN Gasp.ls, 1933. Por cbe best
aidque of die form critical mecbocl, Re B.
Pucbcr, D;. fo,,,,1•1d,id,llid» Mdllotu, 1924.
I A brief look inlD Kiael'1 Tlnolo,ucha
JVii,ml,llcl, wicb ia 1qioa of approacba.
mecbocl■, and piesuppoaidom ii eaoup ID
Pl'OYe chi■ 11acemeac!
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torical situation.8 This line of development
can also be followed up in respect to the
Book of Acts and the epistles of the New
Testament. TI1e History of Religions
school, at its peak at the beginning of the
century and strong in the following two
decades, tended to bring into discredit
much of the contents of these books, seeing
dependence on Hellenism here, on Gnosticism there, at another point dependence on
the oriental mystery religions or on Hellenistic or Palestinian Judaism.
Here, too, the situation has changed.
The question now is not: Where did Paul
get this thought? From Hellenism or Judaism? The final question is rather: In what
way did Paul appropriate the terminology
and thought forms of his day and its culture to serve the preaching of the cross?
The question thus has a completely diHerent aim, a hermeneutical aim, the better
undersmnding of the theology of the author whether Paul, Peter, John, or James,
the better understanding of their preaching
of the cross.
Now the relevance of all this for hermeneutics should be quite dear.
( 1 ) In the first place we have impressed
upon us once more that the Word of
God is kerygma. It is proclamation.
It is not a dogmatic textbook, although it contains dogma; it is not
a rextbook on ancient law or science,
although it reflects and contains both.
It wants to be and is, in its entirety,
D For the standard red:u:tion-aitical works
on the three Synoptics see H. Conzelmann, Di•
Mill• i•r Znl, 2d ed., 1957 (English title: Tb•
Tb.alo17 o/ s.;,,, Lit/,•, 1960); W. Maasen,
Dn '/1,,..g•lisl M11rj•1, 1959; and G. Bombmm- G. Barth-H. J. Held, 01H,l;.J,,,_1
ntl .lf.111l•gng ;,,. M•t1"-•1-1•li11•, 1960
(Bqlisb tide: Trllllilio• t111tl

M-,,1,..,,, 1963).

z,,,,,,,,_,.,;o,. ;,.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/38

the preaching of the cross ( 1 Cor. 1:
18). Our preaching of the cross is
based on the text, which is already
the preaching of the Christ-event.
( 2) In the second place our understanding of the original apostolic kerygma
will be the greater as we take into
consideration the first situation, the
first Sitz i 111 Leba11,1 in which the
"text"' was proclaimed, to the extent
that this can be recovered. At times
severnl situations may be implied in
the text: the situation in which the
word was spoken by Jesus, the situa•
tion in which it was spoken in the
primitive church, and the situation
in which the evangelist spoke when
he included this word in his entire
gospel.
These in brief are the presuppositions
on which the present hermeneutical question rests. Bur the modern approach must
still be described and illustrated. We do
best to begin with a brief mention of the
rise of the new kerygmatic theology beginning with Barth and Bultmann.
THB HERMBNBUTICS OF
BULTMANN, EDBLING, AND FUCHS

We have seen that the modern discussion on hermeneutics issues from the basic
understanding of the Word of God as living kerygma. This was the prorest of the
dialectical school of theology against the
relativism and historism of the religio-historical school: Faith is not to be built up
on a pieture of Jesus which is based upon
a critical reconsuuaion of the historical
Jesus as He was. This is also the prorest of
Barth in his epoch-making commentary on
Romans- and long before him, of Martin
Kiihler in his D# sog111111nn111 his1orisch11
]11sus ,mtl d# g11schieh1Uch11 biblisch11
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Christus. The famous introductions to him to the point of extreme agnosticism
Barth's commentary in its various editions on the question of the historicity of the
(.first printed in 1918) are themselves her- events which the New Testament records.12
meneutical essays. They point back to the The point is not so much that he refuses to
confrontation character of the Word. Man believe in the miracles, the resurrection of
is not so much the questioner as he is the Jesus, or the other supernatural events deone whose existence is placed under ques- scribed in the New Tesaunent, but rather
tion by God and who is called to decision. that he is not at all interested in establishA. dispassionate and objective attitude to ing these events as objectively historical.
the Word is a denial of its very nature and Faith, he protests, here claiming to follow
purpose.
in the footsteps of Luther, annot be based
Bultmann, who with Barth, Brunner,
Thurneyscn
on objectively verifiable historical facts.
Gogarren, and
formed the .first This would be to provide props to faith,
core of this protesting group, has since would amount also to a work-righteousness.
gone his own way in developing a theology No, the message of the Bible comes to us
which is nothing more than a hermeneutics only in the form of Anrada, in the form
of the New Testament. His name of of an appeal and challenge whose content
course first recalls the launching of the cannot be objectified.
demythologization program with his maniIt is thus not difficult to see how Bultfesto Naw Tastamanl 11ml M11holog1.10 m:mn's hermeneutic approach leads to a
Here it must be added that much criticism new understanding of history. History is
of Bultmann does not touch him since it for him not established historical fact
does not see the presuppositions in this es- (Hislorie) but rather that which applies
say, nor the purpose of his program. In his to and concerns me in my present existence
own words Bultmann's aim is dia Scbrijl
bri,igan ( Geschicb1a) . Even the objective historiRa
zum
den
• • • als eina in tlit1 cal
tliafacts
gegniwiif'liga
which theIbcislanz
New Testament hisGaganwar1, ;,.
ratl,mtla
tory seems to present, the brtdd f11&"', are
M11ch1. We could paraphrase as for Bultmann irrelevant for Christian faith.
follows: To allow the written Word to be- History is for him "not the unrecallable
come the spoken Word as a power which march of events leading on tO the end of
speaks into the present, to present exis- time, in whose course God's dealings in
tence.11 The Word is understood only inso- salvation began at a panicular time and
far as it speaks to me clirecdy in the terms lead on to a particular temporal fulfilment.
of my existence, in turn illuminating my On the contrary, 'history' is every meeting
existence.
point, in the Now, through which I am
Bultmann's radical critical work has led asked whether I will deliver myself up,
and thus open myself for the future which
10 Pint presented in Iecaue form in me
conceals itself in the meeting point of the
summer of 1941.
Now. In this way the rt1et1"ing 'moment
11

GI•••

.-il Verst•hn, II, p.233. All

the essa71 in the three volumes of Globn ,nul
Versuhn ue studies on the theme of he.rmeneutia and on the relationship benveeo faith

and undentancliD&,

1:1 Best illusuated in his Nw, T......,
Theolon and the booklet 1•1111 (Bnslish tide:
1•1111 atl lhe 'll'ortl, Pona.na, paper!:iack, 1958).
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of decision' takes the place of the definiteness of the 011&11-for-11/l historical action of
God."11

Bultmann's radical insistence on the

Nich1obj11k1wi11rbarkt1il or the Nich1gt1gt1nsliitulliehk11i1 of the message or content of
Scripture arises from his conception of the
Word as Jf.nrerle only, as it is addressed to
man and his existence. Faith, therefore,
cannot be identified with a past picture of
the world with angels, miracles, a threetiered universe, with heaven and hell, that
is, with mythological language. This must
in tum be demythologized in terms of
man's existence. Thus for Bultmann every
theological statement must also be an anthropological statement if it is to be legitimate. There is no religious objective tn1th
which does not speak to man in terms of
the meaning and purpose of his existence,
existence being in turn analyzed and characterized in terms of Heidegger's Bxis11111z-

fJhilosoplM.
The central problem with Bultmann is
this-and here the old dedogmatizing tra•
dition of liberal theology has not been
completely shaken off: theology has here
become anthropology. nw;u mtm 11011 Goll

r.Jn, so nuus 1IUffJ off11nbtW 1101J sich s11lbs1
r.Jn.n .Again he says: nw111111 g11/r11g1
fllirtl, UM m RIIIHtl 11n Goll mliglieh sm
-,,, so ,mus g11tm1U1or1111111tml1111: N,w 11ls
m Rlltln 11011 ,ms,"1, Paith as the work of
God-on this Bultmann still insists-is
based not on a new picture of God but on
the ,....s S11lbsw11rsliitltlnis (new uodermading ,:,f self) in the light of kerygma,
an uoderstandiog which arises from the
11 W. G. Kilmmel, Ma ;,,
Bulanaan,
IN Nw, T•1t.- , , 1963, who dta
GJ..l,n _,
Vff.U./,n, II, 71.
H G1-N •
V•st•hn, I, 28 and 33.
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existential confrontation with the Word.
Bultmann's hermeneutics is essentially anthropological in orientation, since understanding is possible only in terms of the
existence in which I live.
.Apart from the aiticism already implied
in the above brief review, the following
points must be directed against Bultmann.
( 1 ) First it must be said that the problem of the actU3lization, or appropriation, of the past has still not
been overcome. We should even go
so far as to say that the gap between
the past history of salvation in Christ
- which for Bultmann is practically
irrelevant - and myself in the present is actU3lly widened. What then
does Jesus Christ, His suffering and
death, mean for me if that is all to
be reduced to the mere Dass of the
Jesus of History?
(2) Does not Bultmann, in order to
escape the old liberal Ritschlian concept of atonement as a new objective
picture of God, fall into the other
trap of making man the questioner?
It would seem to me that he turns
"Adam, where art thou?" which
comes to us from God, into "Man,
how do you understand yourself?"
(3) Can I approach God's Word with
an understanding of myself apart
from having already heard God's
verdict on my existence? Is a nonSaiptural analysis of human existence a legitimate tool towards the
understanding of God's Word
spoken to me? Or must I not be
still and listen and be told where
I stand? Can understanding take
place exclusively on the basis of the
existence which I know, or is there
not a revelation which is ''unearthly''?
(4) Finally, if the New Testament .is to
be understood u the ezplication of
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the meaning of the Cross and Resurrection in kerygmatic form, and if
this proclamation itself depends on
the very historicity of this salvation
event-whether this can be objectifiably vcri6ed or not- is not the
present preaching of the Cross bound
to the New Testament's own understanding of history? Cao I make my
analysis of human existence the final
yardstick for the relevance of the
Word of God? If I do this, am I not
returning to the old human h1bris,
the prideful position of man who
dares to sraod in judgment over
God's Word?
To continue our survey, the present discussion on hermeneutics in the New Tesr:i.ment .field is dominated by Gerhard Bbelin.g and Erm, P11ehs, who have critically
carried on where Bultmann has left off.
To put their case as briefiy as possible, we
may outline as follows. In order ro bridge
the gap between Jesus of hist0ry and the
Christ of faith, or the gap between the
written Word as the record of God's acrion
in Christ and the present preaching of this
event as illuminating my existence, they
have concentrated on an examination of
the nature of speech or language. Here
again the aim is ro let the message of the
New Testament "come tO expression." or
express itself.
In an important essay entitled W ortl of
Gotl lfflll Htmntm•uties 111 Ebeling outlines
his position which can be characterized by
means of two teehnical terms: tler h•rmnmlliseh• Zwll•l ( the hermeneutical circle) and W'orlg•seh•hn (word-event).
The argument goes. brielly, as follows. The
actualization of the past oa:urs only
through the Word. The sold serif,IIW• must
111

r,onl .,,J Ptlilb, pp. 30, ff.
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be ret:i.ined as the central hermeneutical
principle. But the written Word must be
distinguished from the spoken Word, the
proclaimed Word of God which speaks
directly ro present man. Hermeneutics can
thus also be called the theory of doctrine of
the Word of God.10 Words themselves
possess only symbolical character. The
problem imposed by speech is not so much
that of understanding words as of transmitting understanding through words.
A word therefore (here he refers ro the
Hebrew dabar) is an event, and it is that
only between men because words, by transmitting understanding, illuminate existence.
The proclamation of the church as the
preaching of Christ is therefore in itself
the actualization of the past. The preaching of the Cross and Resurrection is not
the proclamation of what God did in the
past but the opening up of the possibility
that this can happen in the present for the
believer. The language event which takes
place in preaching becomes itself the salvation-event. Thus the past hisrorical event
is absorbed or subsumed int0 the present
proclamation of the Word as the living
challenge of God ro faith, the surrender
of self to God.
But this challenge, as in Bultmam11 is
and must be in terms of man's existence.
What must be understOod is not only the
text of Scripture but also man's existence.
Again, as in Bultmann, the Wor1111fbm tlw
B•frag,mg ( the question with which man
approaches the Word) is cenaaL This implies the hermeneutical circle. We ap18

Ibid.. p. 323. Abo see E. Fuchs.

n-

•nlM, 2d ed., 19,s, and die esays i.a Slllllus

of th• Hutoriul /•nu, 1964, especiallJ die two
entided 'Tnmladon
''What is J.aosua&e,,event?'"
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a subjective emphasis on the present
proach the Word with an understanding
event in its significance only for us.
of ourselves which is then modified or corIt is thus understandable that this
rected, itself interpreted by the Word, givmodern
brand of kerygmatic theology
ing us a. new understanding of ourselves
has little understanding of the church
(Sellm11ers1iintlnis). "Hermeneutics, in or(nor to menrion the sacrament of
der to be an a.id to interpretation, must itdie Lord's Supper) because of this
self be interpretation," as Ebeling says in
very individualistic understanding of
his essay.
salvation and its exaggerated underHow does the salvation-event take place
standing of the pro ftUJ of salvation.
in the word-event in proclamation? The
( 2) One is srill left with a great question
mark about the relevance of God's
rext, be says, seeks to serve proclamation.
action in Christ in the past. If Jesus
But "if the word-cha.meter of God's Word
Christ, crucified, buried, and risen,
is taken strictly, then it is absurd to desigis only the Jesus Christ in the wordnate a transmitted text as God's Word."
event of the kerygma, to what then
What, then, is the relationship between the
do I pray when I address myself to
text and the sermon? "Proclamation that
the risen and glorified Lord? Can
ha.s taken place is to become proclamation
I pray to a Worlgaschahml
that takes place." The sermon is the execu(3) If "hermeneutics is the theory of
tion of the text in the sense that "it is procwords," are we not turning hermeneulamation of what the text ha.s protics into Sprachphilosopbia, into seclaimed." l i The text is thus little more
mantics? There is such m thing as
than a hermeneutic aid towards the underBiblical semantics, but the task of
hermeneutics cannot be confined to
standing of present existence.
this.
What is our criticism of this system,
(4) Finally, and this is perhaps the real
which in broad outline is also that of
crux of the matter, is this distinction
Fuchs?
between the written text of the Word
( 1) The gap between the past and my
and the preached Word legitilDllte
present is here bridged by swallowin so far as it makes of the text only
ing up the past into the present
a past proclamation of the Word
word-event of preaching. With
past action
and only potentially the Word of
Bultmann the
of a God in
God? Even if the Word of Scripture
Christ is pushed into distant obscuis the preaching of the Word, Jesus
rity. With Fuchs and Ebeling the
Christ the originml Logos of God,
past disappears in the present. This
can and docs not this Word speak
bas two consequences. First, the
to me as God's Word? We have
once-for-all unique character of the
come back in a circle to our first
aving event in Christ at a cenain
statement, that the present hermeneupoint in history is, to be charitable,
tical problem issues from what we
in danger of being lost. Second, u
would judge to be a wrong underwith Bultmann, the objective nlr•
standing of the Word of God.11
r,os character of salvation in Christ
is in danger of being replaced by
11 This is made dear by P. Hohmeier, D,u
Sdlri/lt1ffst.,ul,,;sRllllol/
;,. dn Th,olo,B,J,1964.
1T Ibid., pp. 330 ff.

,,,.,,,,s,
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Biblical hermeneutics is not the
theory of words but the application
of the doctrine of the Word of God,
the quest for its right understanding.
V. HBRMENBUTICS AND PREACHING

We are now, I hope, in a better position
tO be able to formulate the central principles of a Biblical hermeneutic and ro
draw some practical conclusions for our
prcaching.1 From the outset it should be
made clear that both kerygma and proclamation, or preaching, are here used in
the widest sense to include the preaching
of the Word not only in the sermon but
also in iosuuctioo, whether in schools, coofumarioo class, or Bible class.

°

( 1 ) Sola Serip111ra: Our understanding of
the past saving event in Christ and
our appropri:ation of it takes place
solely through Scriprure as the written record of this event, including
the history of salvation in the Old
Testament.
(2) Sola Pidc: But this record is still

God's continual challenge to man to
accept by faith alone the relevance
of this event in the past for himself
in the present.
( 3) Lax cl B11t111geli11111: This challenge
of God to accept His Lordship comes
to us in the form of Anretl• which
cannot be dispassionately and objectively disposed of. Barth's famous
"Wir 11er/iige11 niehl ilber- Goll" can
be extended to "Wir 11•r/iig•• t111eh
sein
Wort'! This Word
nieh, iibn
comes to us in the form of Law"Adam, where art thou?" is first answered by God Himself with ''You
10 This has been clone in the fine book of
IC. Pror, Bibliseh, H"""••nlM ur Sehri/1""1·
Up,,g ;,. Pntli11 •rul Ufllnridll, 1961 (IOOD
to appear in Jioslisb).
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are a sinner" -and in the form of
Gospel - which expects the decision
of faith to the question ''What think
ye of Christ?" to which God again
answers "You are a saint."

C4) So/111 Chri11111: This, as we saw, is
not only a dogmatic statement with
reference to our salvation through
Christ alone but also a hermeneutical
principle in the undentanding of this
event. In other words, the Word of
God is the preaching of the Logos,
Jesus Christ, the Word of God. The
content of Scriprure is Christ, and
every verse and chapter of it must be
understood in this context.
These basic hermeneutical principles of
the Reformation cannot be given up. In
this form they may appear very clear and
simple, but their application in the proclam ation of the Gospel is anything but simple. The following points are offered as
some guidelines to their practical implementation as well as pointers ro some typical dangers in our preaching.
( 1 ) According to the first principle, our
preaching must be Scriptural. Here
we must be quite precise. A sermon
is not yet necessarily Scriptural if it
merely takes its starting point from
a. piece of Scripture, or if it takes a
verse or twO of Scriprure u the prerest for preaching, or in order to
create the risht aanosphere or setting
for the sermon. The sermon should,
rather, re.fleet the risht understanding
of a certain passage but also
only not
of the whole of Scripture. The
preaching of any test must therefore
of all
presuppose an
of Scripture, of God's revelation in
Christ.

unde

It is surely an enggeration to say that
the whole of the New Testamenc is ke-
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rygma. It also contains teac:hing. ,PartUno-

sis, that is, exhormtion; it contains hymns
of praise which are man's response to the
kerygma; it contains prophecy. But these
are all based on the proclamation of the
aoss and resurrect.ion of Christ. They presuppose the saving event in Christ. Rightly
understood, we can accept Ebeling's
phrase: "Proclamation that has mken pface
is to become proclamntion that rakes
place." This means that the sermon amnot be a mere paraphrase or repetition of
the 11erb11 of the tcXl', but a new procl:unntion of its ros. It is to be a new preaching
of the Christ, who stands behind every
text. In this sense we are to proclaim
what the tcXl' once proclaimed.
Evezy pericope of the New Testament
which we might choose as a sermon text
presupposes the whole event of salvation
since it was written in the faith of the
post-Easter congregation. This statement
is in the first place a benneneutical guide
to understanding, nol a aitical yardsticlc to
be used in determining the bisroricity of a
.reported event or word.
( 2) Second, with reference to the sol.

fi,h, the preaching of Christ's saving
work cm only appeal to God's challenge to us th.toush this event. The
relevance of past history must here be
acceptCd in faith on the basis of
apostolic witness. Here is where the
hermeneutic of Adolf Schlatter sets
in, with the original witness of the
apostles.II> His pupil Karl-Heinz
Renptorf has shown in various
worb n that the very concept of

---., Cf. U. Luck, K.,,6.. llfUl Tf'lltlliliorl i,,

w

H....,,,_ Allolf SdJl.u#s, 195'.
bis anicle Oil II/IOSIOlos hi Kinel'a
'l'J'lrlff"'"'1 I, pp. 397 ff. (Basliah cide: "Apmtlabip.• in /JUJ. x., Tfl'o"1, 1952); a1ao bis
ll1 Cf.

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/38

"apostle" as a fully authorized represcnmtive of the Lord presupposes
the Resurrection experience, or better, the event of which they were eyewitnesses. The whole of the New
Tcsmment is based on eyewitness
kerygma. It seems problematical to
so 111 far as Schlatter who insists on
the direct apostolic origin of all the
New Testament books, but we must
still insist that the proclamation of
the New Tesmment is based on fully
authorized apostolic witness. Both
this witness itself and the relevance
of this witness must be accepted in
faith alone. "U Christ has not been
raised, your faith is futile." ( 1 Cor.
15:17)

The preaching of the church as God's
challenge to faith is the continuation of the
aposrolic wimess, for the church claims
this witness as its own. This constimtes the
true aposrolicity of the church, not an apostolic office.
The challenge to faith must remain just
this. There can be no props to faith in the
form of an appeal to other historical data,
to archaeological .findings, to subjcct.ive
psychological feeling or experience. The
Word comes to us with no other "proor
than the promise of a "new aeation" which
will follow the obedience of faith. An
exegesis of a text may have to illuminate
certain aspects of it through the .findings
of bisrorical science and archaeology, but
these dare never become the subject of our
preaching. Likewise it is a travesty of
God's Word to preach exegetical niceties
or controversies. A sermon should reBect
A.t>oslOJ.I llfUl Pnii6,_,, 1934; JJi. bf.,_
Sl•h-6 Ju,,, 4 ed., 1960 (IOOD ID appear in
Basliah tramlaciOG by the pJ:amt wdcer and
J. Wilch).
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a deep and thorough exegesis, but it should
not preach exegesis.
Finally, another danger. We express our
faith by means of dogmatic formulations,
but we do net "believe in" dogma. Every
sermon involves dogma, reBecu the teach•
ing of the church. Have we in the Lutheran Church perhaps offended here?

also

( 3) The distinction between Law and
Gospel as a hermencutical principle
must always be taken with the first
two. All procl:unation of God's will
through the Law must presuppose
the Word of the Gospel, while the
Gospel at the same etim
implies
a
new understanding of the Law.
What our old homiletical textbooks
dare
have
stressed remains uue: we
never
preach 11 curtailed Word of
God, whether it be a new morality
( or moralism! ) or a weak "eJfeminate" Gospel. The sermon dare not
present a complete system of dogmatics, but at the same time the
whole counsel of God must always
be presented - even if indirectly implied - no matter what the oa:uion.
In this connection the oa:uional
sermon or address is certainly the most
difficult and daqerous of all sermonic forms. It is especially here
that the temptation to use the text
only as a pretezt for preaching a
"fitting" message is greatest. Here
the sermon dare not be allowed
to degenerate into a speech for a
special oa:uion. It mUst also contain
the full Gospel. This neceuicates,
more than ever, the careful choosing
of a text.

Second, the right preaching t>f the Gospel will imply • .right undemanding of the
"decision'" of faith. This point is especially
important in view of the dangers of mod-

359

em evangelistic preaching.
decisionOur
of faith is only the answer to God's decision over us. Much of the modern appealing for decisions implies • false undersmnding of the Word: as if we a.re in a
position to dispassionately view and listen
to the Word and then make our decision!
Faith is itself a creation of the Word
through the working of the Spirit.
(4) All that we have been saying is already an explanation of the sol,u
Chris1111. Christ is Tbe H#ftlffftll t1s, The Interpreter, who bas given
us not only a new understanding of
God but also a new understanding of
ourselves after we have been placed
into a new relationship with God.
But there are still two ways in which
we can easily offend qaiast this
principle.
(a) In the first place, our preaching
can still lapse into a false anthropology, into a mere analysis
of the human situation, usually
in terms of a somewhat naive
presentation of "modern" sins.
This is an error behind much of
the one-sided preaching of the
Law often found-surprisingly
enough,
in many evangelistic:
sermom-or should we call
them tirades.
(b) In the second place,
maywe
distort
the balana:d ChristoloBJ
of the New Tacament into •
fa1le "JesuoloBJ," prea.ching not
the full risen and glorified
Christ, and His present full
lordahip over us. but an abbreviated CiristoloBJ remembering
only the words and cleecls of the
historical Jesus (this is incidencally the central emx of
&beJbett Scawler'1 tbeoloBJ) .
This clanaer is perhaps not 10
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srcat in our preaching as in our
a.techetical work where it may
result in a moralistic presentation of the message of the New
Testament- just as in the Old
Testament we have the danger
of presenting the patriarchs and
other men of faith as moral examples instead of seeing in
them the hand of God at work.
Even in teaching it is the whole
Christ of faith who is to be
taught and proclaimed.
It is not an am.ck on the doarine of
the Tri-unity of God, nor a revival of a
reaching of subordination, to assert that
the New Testament always speaks in terms
of God's action in and through His Servant, the Christ. This can be clearly demonstrated by a look at the passive forms
which are used in the Passion and Resurrection narratives. "He was crucified"
means more than "men killed Him." The
deep meaning of this statement is "God
allowed Him to be crucified." "He was
raised• is a circumlocutory expression for
"God raised Him." "He appeared" thus
also means "God made/ allowed Him to be
seen."22

Our preaching, while Christoeentric,
must be the proclamation of the action
and work of God in and through His Son,
just as the preaching of the Old Testament
is always the proclamation of the acts of
God (d. Wright's book Gotl Who Acls)
in and through His chosen people.
(5) The communication of understand-

ing throu&h the sermon presupposes
in the first place not only that the
11 Tbe passive reveals • typically Jew.iah
avoidance of the me of God'• name. Cf. lleqstorf, D;. lf•fnsubn1 J•n,, Appendix L
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preacher has himself understood the
text as a result of his exegesis but
also that he himself has received new
faith. But one more point must be
added. What must be "exegized" is
not only the written tezt of God's
Word but also the "text" of the human siruation intowhichtheWord is
to be re-addressed. Here is where anthropology docs play into the preaching of the Word and its understanding. A precise analysis of the human
siruation is necessary lest the sermon
be preached in a vacuum. Man must
be addressed in his present existence,
not in terms of his existence, if this
means in terms of existentialist philosophy. Man is always specific man,
sin appears in the form of speci6c
sins. An abstract unapplied Gospel
is no Gospel at all. Both the Word
and the narural state of man are certainly changeless. But in proclamation both must become very concrete.
Do we sometimes address the Word
to siruations and problems which do
not even exist in our congregations?
The Word must be explicated to lead
men through specific problems, to
comfort them in specffic sorrows and
difficulties, to warn them of speci6c
dangers, to confront specific sins.
It is the faa that our preaching does not
always do this which may be the reason
for our all too frequently platitudinous,
stilted, and even naive sermons! It should
go without saying that the use of slang or
up-to-date language is not automatically a
firm guarantee that the sermon is "pmctical" and relevant to the modern situation.
At times we, like St. Paul in fighting the
Gnostics, may have to use the terms of our
day in communicating and relating the
message of the Gospel. But the problem
of meaningful communication is finally
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solved not by the use of slang- this in
itself may often prove t0 be a naive Bight
from the very problem! - but with a careful analysis of the human situation.
( 6) Having said this, we have already

committed ourselves to a specific understanding of the hermeneutic circle. Our analysis of the human situation is itself made under faith, in
the light of the New TestaJJ1ent"s
own picture of man under sin. The
New Testament offers no objective
anthropolom•. It is always the m:m
in Christ and under faith who pictures the life and situ:uion of man
under sin.:!3 In other words, both
our understanding of the Word and
of ourselves is continually challenged
by the \Vord. W e come to new
depths of faith and understanding
with and through the understanding
already gained from the Word.
"Grow in grnce." That is the practical conclusion of the hermeneutic
circle. Faith is thus itself a hermeneutic agent since it gives me not
only a new understanding of myself
but also of God's world, an understanding which is continually to be
corrected, widened, deepened by the
continual hearing of the Word.2t

VI. FROM TEXT TO SBRMON
Taking proclamation in the narrower
sense of preaching, we may finally trace
in brief the process from text t0 sermon.2G

( 1 ) Pim, the text must be translated
from the orisiaaL This first vital
scase already involves the hermcneuKiimmel, pp. 14 ff.
Fri>r, pp.
f.
211 For the followins see W. Muuea, 8-1•1• ,nul Vffli6.Jii••8, 1957, apeciallr p. 56.
lll
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tical question siDCC a translation is
not only meant to serve the understanding of a tezt but already reflects
an understanding of it. Herc it may
be remarked that for the sake of order the church may decide that one
version (e.g., AV or RSV) is to be
used in public worship, but it annot do this with respect to the tezt
of the sermon. Herc every pastor
must do his own work.
( 2) The pericope must then be seen
within the context of the entire book
in which it is found, as well as
within its immediate context. This
is as impormnt in the Gospels as it
is in the Epistles.
( 3 ) Next, any strange concepts, histor-

ical or other references in the text
must be explained as precisely as possible.
( 4) Then the actual work of exegesis begins, that is, the attempt to say in our
own words what the writer wanted to

say then. For this it may be ncc:essary
to bear in mind the concrete situation
into which this preachment was first
spoken. We can go so far as to say
that we have fully "excgized" and
undcrstoed the tat when the necessity of its being preachedus!hia

( S) Fifth, we seek in our congregation a
concrete situation which corresponds
to the situation implied in the text
itself in order to avoid preaching to
a vacuum. In many C111C1 the original
form of the ten's preachment may
remain the same, since the past and
present situations are identical In
other cues a ~ may not be
"prachable."
( 6) The writing of the aermon then
seeks the best. most pointed. direct,
and applicable ezpression of the
"maaer" which the cezt once ex-
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nm HERMENEUTICALPllEACHING
PB.OBI.EM AND
&Dd srill seeb u, expreu.
Here we are free to choose material
which will best serve the central mtemeat
in or implied by the
macained
iezt. The messase of a 1er1DOn
in the form
should be
of one dear mtement.

If we ~ all the hermeneutlcal
principles which we have drawn up and
their practical implications, this c:enml
message of the sermon will in turn be w,u

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol38/iss1/38

Chnsltlm lr•ib•t. For "we preach Christ
and Him crucified."
But one fundamental thing has still been
left unmentioned. The Holy Spirit is The
piesencable
H,,,.,,..,,..l•s, The lnte1prcter, who gives
us faith and understanding. who leads us
into all truth. Thus every sermon should
be preceded by the fervent pm:,er: Vnl
Crutor Sf,irmul
Highgate, South Australia
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